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Abstract This paper develops a compact form dynamics controller to generate multi-compliant
behaviors for a new designed Tetrapod-on-wheel robot with one manipulator. The whole-
body compliant torque controller is stated through one null space based convex optimization
and compatible null space based impedance controllers. Different with fixed contact points
of conventional quadruped robots, the kinematic wheel contact constraints are derived for
our legged-on-wheel robot, which serves as the basis for each task reference extraction
and each compliance controller. The compact relationships between task references and
optimization control variables are extracted using null space based inverse dynamics, which
is used to build the cost function in the operational space and/or in the joint space. The
whole-body control frame is developed and several null space based feed-back impedance
controllers are integrated into the compact relationships to allow the robot to achieve compliance
and compensate the model impreciseness, especially the wheel contact model. Then the
detailed algorithm is presented whose output combines the feed-forward and feedback torque.
The validation of our approach is performed via advanced numerical simulations for a virtual
legged-on-wheel robot with one manipulator.

Keywords Compact-form dynamics controller · Tetrapod-on-wheel robot · Null space ·
Convex Optimization · Compatible Impedance Control ·Wheel Contact Model

1 Introduction

Conventional wheel robots have great performance and potential on continuous terrain with
high speed and less energy consuming, but easily stuck on rough terrain with steep obstacles.
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In contrast, legged robots are not tied to discontinuous natural environments like mountain
lanes, or artificial paths like stairs and can move with agility to cope with uncertainties or
disturbances. To allow mobile robots with more abilities and energy efficiency, legged-on-
wheel robots combine strengths of autonomous vehicles and legged robots, which can be
used for universe exploration, industry logistics, disaster rescue and as assistants in daily
life. However, it faces more complexity on adaptive control for locomotion considering
high degrees of freedoms (DOF) and various constraints, and for compatibility between
wheel motion and legged motion. Compared with inverse kinematics control of operational
space tasks like for locomotion and posture, dynamics methods allow much more elaborated
control concepts and get far more natural abundant behaviors. One of the widely used model
based inverse dynamics is developed by [1] in operational space, which is used to compute
the generalized forces necessary to achieve desired trajectories for end-effectors. Authors
in [2] propose one more specific control frame that can synthesize whole-body behaviors
simultaneously which extends the operational space controllers for robots with floating
bases. However, this method cannot integrate inequality constraints, like friction, joint limits
and torque limits.

Another approach to solve the inverse dynamics is to use optimization techniques which
can deal with more general constraints with equality and/or inequality formulations. The
most popular approaches are with the quadratic programming (QP) which can handle multi
tasks and constraints at the same time, including the weighted QP and the hierarchical QP.
Weight-based schemes combine tasks in an integrated QP scheme by distributing weights www
to each of them. The general objective form for nt tasks becomes ∑

nt
i=1‖ë∗i − ëi‖2

www [3] and [4],
in which ë∗i and ëi represent respectively the task references and their expectations. However,
when the redundancy is not enough, weighted tasks in this scheme may conflict with each
other, resulting that no tasks can be fully satisfied but obtained with a compromise [5].
Furthermore, [8] proposes the Hierarchical Quadratic Program (HQP) solver that extends
the traditional cascade of QPs so that equality and inequality constraints can be handled
at any level of the cascade. HQP is based on prioritized schemes which divide the multiple
tasks into hierarchies ensuring lower priority tasks cannot interfere with higher priority ones.
In this way, the top priority task is solved initially and the task error serves as the constraint
for the next priority task, until the lowest one, which treats the problem recursively [6].
Moreover, [7] combines weighting-based and prioritized schemes together to treat optimization
of tasks into hierarchies and assigns weights to tasks in each level of hierarchy. In addition,
[5] generates different types of motions (such as sitting, climbing, yoga motion, walking
on rough terrain) by applying HQP and Stack of Tasks (SoT) that allows to add or remove
tasks at any instant of time. A prioritization scheme based on a conic optimization to control
the centroidal angular momentum for generating movements like kick and jump has been
introduced in [9] and [10]. Authors in [11] and [12] apply HQP for a quadrupedal robot to
achieve centroidal trajectory optimization and non-slipping by contact force optimization.
Recently, one null space based hierarchical QP is proposed in [18] in which fewer equality
constraints are achieved and are added to the cascade of QPs. Although hierarchical QP
framework can ensure strict priority between each task level and generates required torque
for complex behaviors subjected to different kinds of constraints, the hierarchies are not
easy to distinguish. What’s more, when the robot has high DOF, the slow calculation loop
limits robots for highly dynamics motion. Therefore, weighted optimization framework is
more suitable by tuning importance weights for multi-dynamics behaviors.

For conventional weighted convex optimization without null space projections, when
there is not enough DOF for the robot to finish all tasks feasibly, unfeasible motion directions
cannot be removed from the tasks. Furthermore, conventional feedback based controllers can
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Fig. 1 TowrISIR–A tetrapod-on-wheel robot designed in ISIR lab has the similar structure with the
quadruped robot HyQ2Max without wheels [19]. TowrISIR is with length lr ≈ 1.06m, width wr ≈ 0.55m
and height hr ≈ 0.8m, equipped with 12 hydraulic actuators and 4 wheel motors. Each leg has 4 joints,
including hip abduction/adduction joint (HAA), hip flexion/extension joint (HFE), knee flexion/extension
joint (KFE) and wheel forward/backward joint (WFB). Each joint is integrated with force/torque sensor and
absolute/incremental encoder.

influence all tasks together which cannot be accepted. These two problems can be avoided
in this paper by using null space projections, which is always be applied in hierarchical
optimization framework, but neglected in the weighted theme.

In this paper, we build one compact form dynamics controller for a tetrapod-on-wheel
robot using one null space based convex optimization. The null space based methods are
applied for task reference extractions, the cost function and constraint establishment, and
compliance controllers. In our null space based approach, decomposition methods can be
applied to select feasible motion direction for specific tasks, and impedance controllers
can be consistent with task priorities. We focus on how to use a null space based weight
optimization and several compatible null space based impedance controllers for a dedicated
tetrapod-on-wheel robot with one manipulator. The relationships between task references
and the joint actuated torque are extracted using null space based inverse dynamics, which
is applied to build the cost function and express various constraints using the actuated
torque. To allow contact forces integrated in the cost function and various constraints, the
wheel contact model is derived using spatial vectors, different with fixed contact points for
quadrupeds. Finally several compatible null space based impedance controllers are developed
and integrated in the convex optimization to track task references and compensate model
impreciseness, especially the wheel contact model.

The reminder of this paper is organized: In section 2, inverse dynamics in operational
space is firstly stated to extract the compact relationship between each task and the required
torque in joint space. Then the null space based convex optimization in operational space
and joint space are detailed in Section 3. Then the whole-body control framework and null
space based compliance controllers are developed. In section 4, we validate and discuss
our method through numerical simulation under ROS-GAZEBO with our virtual legged-on-
wheel robot.
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Fig. 2 Connectivity of TowrISIR: number inside each circle represents body index. and outside numbers
mean joint index. Joint 1 represents the floating-base joint which has 6 DOFs. There are NB = 23 bodies in
which bodies from 18 to 23 represent the manipulator and bodies from 1 to 17 represent the quadruped.

2 System Modeling

TowrISIR–A new tetrapod-on-wheel robot with one manipulator is designed in ISIR laboratory
(see in Fig. 1). It is equipped with one floating base and four branches, each branch has three
leg joints and one wheel joint. From a practical point of view, tetrapod-on-wheel robots
combine both strengths and have more versatile locomotion modes from rolling to walking,
climbing, running and jumping, etc. However, these enhanced locomotion skills come with
a more complex motion & torque control. The more wheel joints induce more complexity
of the kinematics/dynamics model and the contact constraints, which will be detailed in this
section. Spatial vectors [9] are used through this paper written in upright bold letters, and
conventional 3D vectors are italic. .

2.1 Dynamics Model

This robot has NB = 23 bodies and has n = 28 DOF in which 6 DOF is relative to the spatial
floating base motion (see Fig. 2). The robot configuration is represented as

qqq =
[
xT

b qqqT
r qqqT

w qqqT
m
]T ∈ Rnb+nr+nw+nm=n, (1)

where xb and qqqr define the gait configuration of the quadrupedal motion, xb = [θθθ T
b , pppT

b ]
T

is the orientation and position of the floating base in inertial global coordinate, qqqr ∈ Rnr

represents nr revolute joint configurations, qqqw ∈ Rnw represents nw continuous wheel joint
configurations, qqqm ∈ Rnm represents nm revolute arm joint configurations.

The generalized dynamics model in joint space is derived by Newton-Euler method
using connectivity shown in Fig. 2. The equations are achieved by spatial vectors [16] with
bold-straight letters as follows,

M(q)q̈+C(q, q̇)+G(q) = JT
c Fc +ST

τττ, (2)

where M ∈ Rn×n, C ∈ Rn, G ∈ Rn, Fc ∈ R3nc are the inertia matrix , centripetal & coriolis
force, gravity force and contact forces respectively. nc is the contact point number. JJJc ∈
R3nc×n is the contact Jacobian, only considering the translational motion of all contact
points. τττ ∈ Rnr+nw is torque for actuators and SSS ∈ R(nr+nw)×n is the selection matrix.
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Fig. 3 Frame Definition: The quadruped CoM frame G is set parallel with the base frame 1. The frames
relating to the inverse kinematics are zoomed in, including the contact frame ci, wheel frame i and the knee
frame p(i). F, L, R, H represent front, left, right and hind.

In addition, in this paper, we will control the CoM motion of the quadruped parts which
include Nq = 17 bodies from index 1 to 17, as noticed in Fig. 2. This detailed structure of
our robot is shown in Fig. 3. The Jacobian at the quadruped CoM is derived as

JJJG = I−1
G (1XT

GUUUMMMquad) = [1XT
G(UUUMMMquadUUUT )1XG]

−1(1XT
GUUUMMMquad), (3)

MMMquad =
Nq

∑
i=1

JT
i IiJi, (4)

where IG ∈ R6×6 represents the composite rigid body inertia at the quadruped CoM. UUU =
[1116×6,0006×(n−6)] is a selection matrix. JJJi ∈ R6×n and Ii ∈ R6×6 are the Jacobian and inertia
respectively at link i’s frame origin. It is noticed that MMMquad ∈ Rn×n is the quadruped mass
matrix which is different with the whole-body mass matrix MMM. MMMquad is derived from the
inertias of bodies from 1 to 17 which means that components in MMMquad relating to the
manipulator bodies are equal to zero. MMMquad is a by-product when getting whole-body
generalized mass matrix MMM through the Composite Rigid Body algorithm [22]. 1XG is the
transformation matrix from quadruped CoM frame to the base frame, shown in Fig. 3. With
the quadruped CoM Jacobian, JJJG, tasks relating to it can be integrated into the null space
based operational space control framework. The centroidal momentum of the quadruped
part hG is derived as

hG =

[
kkkG
lllG

]
= IGvG = IGJJJGq̇qq = 1XT

GUUUMMMquad q̇qq, (5)

where kkkG and lllG represent the 3-DOF centroidal angular and translational momentum of the
quadruped part respectively. kkkG will be used in section 3.4 to achieve whole-body angular
compliance.
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2.2 Wheel Kinematic Contact Constraints

Assume that there is no slippage between the contact points and the ground, the translational
kinematic wheel contact constraints are as follows,

vvvc = Jcq̇ = 0,

v̇c = Jcq̈+ J̇JJcq̇ = 0,
(6)

where vvvc is the translational velocities of all wheel contact points. Wheel contact points
always change, which is different with fixed contact points on the legs of conventional
quadruped robots [17]. The velocity and acceleration relationship between the contact point
and the origin of the fixed wheel center frame are derived using spatial vectors.

vci =

[
ωωωci

vvvci

]
= ci Xivi−ΦΦΦci ωωω iz , (7a)

v̇ci =

[
ω̇ωωci

v̇vvci

]
= ci Xiv̇i−ΦΦΦci ω̇ωω iz − (ci Xivi)×ΦΦΦci ωωω iz , (7b)

where vi is the spatial velocity of wheel i and vci is the spatial velocity of contact point
i. vvvci and ωωωci is the translational and angular velocities respectively for the contact point
i. ci Xi transforms spatial vectors from the wheel frame i to the contact point ci frame (see
Fig. 3). ΦΦΦci ∈ R6 represents the free modes of contact joint i, which is between the contact
point and the ground, it depends on the orientation definition of the contact frame. ωωω iz is the
angular component in z direction in the spatial velocity vi. From the translational velocity
vvvci and acceleration v̇vvci of (7), we can derive the detailed expression of the kinematic contact
constraint in (6), including each contact JJJci and J̇JJci q̇qq,

J̇JJci q̇qq =−SSSc(
ci Xivi)×ΦΦΦci ωωω iz , (8)

where SSSc =
[
0003×3 1113×3

]
is a selection matrix. (8) allows the contact force FFFc to be extracted

by joint torque τττ as well as the contact constraints in (6).

FFFc =−J̄JJT
c SSST

τττ +µµµc +ρρρc = AAAT
c τττ +BBBc, (9)

where J̄JJc is the dynamically generalized inverse of the contact Jacobian JJJc. µµµc and ρρρc and
task space coriolis and gravity force, and µµµc is dependent on J̇JJcq̇qq.

µµµc = J̄JJT
c CCC−ΛΛΛ cJ̇JJcq̇qq, (10)

Then (9) is only dependent on joint torque and can be integrated into one QP solver for
torque optimization. Then the relationship extractions for all tasks in following section can
combine AAAc and BBBc naturally. From the dynamics model (2) and the contact force (9) , the
expected joint acceleration q̈qq is written only depending on τττ .

q̈qq = M−1[(JT
c Fc +ST

τττ)−CCC−GGG] = AAAT
q τττ +BBBq. (11)
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2.3 Extractions for Task References in Operational Space

For locomotion and manipulation, assume the tasks are divided into K hierarchies (the
smaller level i, the higher priority). To achieve each task with quadratic forms required by
the QP solver, the relationship between each task references and the optimization variables
should be derived. By multiply the dynamically contact consistent inverse Jacobian at both
sides of the generalized dynamics model in (2), the task i acceleration in operational space
can be written only depending on the actuated torque τττ .

ẍi = ΛΛΛ
−1
i|prec(i)[F̃i|prec(i)+TTT i|prec(i)−µµµ i|prec(i)−ρρρ i|prec(i)], (12)

where ΛΛΛ i|prec(i), µµµ i|prec(i), ρρρ i|prec(i), F̃i|prec(i) represent respectively the operational space
inertia, Coriolis/centrifugal, gravity forces and operational space force for task i which are in
the null space of tasks ≤ i, subjected as the subscript |pre(i). TTT i|prec(i) combines operational
space forces of the task lower than level i, detailed in [13]. Each task acceleration ẍi is
derived and arranged as

ẍi = AAAT
i τττ +BBBi, (13)

where

AAAT
i =JJJi|pre(i)MMM

−1(JJJT
c AAAT

c +ST )+ JJJiMMM−1
i−1

∑
t=1

JJJT
t|pre(t)J̄JJ

T
t|pre(t)(JJJ

T
c AAAT

c +ST ), (14a)

BBBi =JJJi|pre(i)MMM
−1JJJT

c BBBc + J̇JJiq̇qq− JJJiMMM−1{CCC+GGG−
i−1

∑
t=1

JJJT
t|pre(t)J̄JJ

T
t|pre(t)JJJ

T
c BBBc}, (14b)

where JJJi|pre(i) = JJJiNNN pre(i) represent the operational space Jacobian for task in×n, which
are in the null space of previous tasks, represented as pre(i). NNN pre(i) is the null space by
combining all tasks above level i. In this paper, NNN pre(1) = 111. From (14), we see that the task
i is dependent on previous i−1 tasks and needs careful derivations, which is not suitable for
fast calculation. Therefore, we derive the following formulas which can be calculated in a
recursive way.

AAAT
i = ΛΛΛ

−1
i|prec(i)(AAA

T
Fi
+AAAT

Ti
), (15a)

BBBi = ΛΛΛ
−1
i|prec(i)(BBBFi +BBBTi −ηηη i|prec(i)), (15b)

where ηηη i|prec(i) = µµµ i|prec(i)+ρρρ i|prec(i). AAAi and BBBi can be derived recursively using formulas
as follows,

AAAT
Fi
= J̄JJT

i|prec(i)(JJJ
T
c AAAT

c +ST ) (16a)

BBBFi = J̄JJT
i|prec(i)JJJ

T
c BBBc (16b)

AAAT
si
= AAAT

sp(i)
+ JJJT

p(i)|prec(p(i))AAA
T
Fp(i)

(16c)

BBBsi = BBBsp(i) + JJJT
p(i)|prec(p(i))BBBFp(i) (16d)

AAAT
Ti
= ΛΛΛ i|prec(i)JJJiMMM−1AAAT

si (16e)

BBBTi = ΛΛΛ i|prec(i)JJJiMMM−1BBBsi (16f)

AAAT
q = M−1(JT

c AAAT
c +ST ) (16g)

BBBq = M−1(JT
c BBBc−CCC−GGG) (16h)

AAAT
c =−J̄JJT

c SSST (16i)

BBBc = µµµc +ρρρc, (16j)
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where AAAFi , BBBFi , AAATi and BBBTi are middle-process variables, and AAAsi , BBBsi are used to allow AAATi

and BBBTi to be calculated in a recursive way. The detailed algorithm is developed and shown
in Algorithm. 1.

3 Constrained Convex Problem Formulation

In this section, multiple tasks are integrated into one null space based convex optimization.
Although this weighted scheme cannot ensure the strict hierarchies, it can allow important
tasks to be achieved with better performance by tuning the weight matrix. In addition, several
null space based impedance controllers in section 3.4 can be integrated into this scheme
compatibly. Furthermore, when there is not enough DOF for one specific task, feasible
motion directions can be selected by decomposition methods.

3.1 Optimization in Operational Space

Assume that the robot has enough DOFs to fulfill all the tasks. For K level tasks, there are
K desired references (from ẍ∗1 to ẍ∗K). The error between the desired references ẍ∗i and the
expected ones ẍi can be used as inputs of the optimization solver. We define the desired and
expected vectors combining all levels’ tasks as follows,

ẍ∗ = [(ẍ∗1)
T , · · · ,(ẍ∗i )T , · · · ,(ẍ∗K)T ]T ,

ẍ = [ẍT
1 , · · · , ẍT

i , · · · , ẍT
K ]

T ,
(17)

where ẍ can be written into linear form according to τττ .

ẍ =

 ẍ1
...

ẍK

=

AAAT
1 τττ +BBB1

...
AAAT

Kτττ +BBBK

= AAAT
τττ +BBB, (18)

where AAAi and AAA j may have different sizes due to that the DOFs accounted by each task level
are different, the same with BBBi and BBB j. The cost function JJJ(τττ)in operational space can be
designed as

JJJ(τττ) = ‖ẍ∗− ẍ‖2
www + ε‖τττ‖2, (19a)

= 1
2 τττ

T (AAAAAAT www+ ε111)τττ + τττ
T AAAwww(BBB− ẍ∗), (19b)

= 1
2 τττ

T HHHτττ + τττ
T ggg, (19c)

where www is the weight matrix. HHH and ggg denote the symmetric Hessian matrix and the gradient
vector. When robot DOF has more DOFs required by tasks, ε is set very small to ensure
required τττ small. The simple optimization equation in (19) combines multi-hierarchical
tasks and contact constraints in (9). The detailed algorithm to solve the optimization problem
in (19) is shown in Algorithm. 1, in which p(i) represents the i−1 hierarchy.

When the robot DOF is not enough, for conventional weighted QP without null space
projections, feasible motion directions are not easy to be distributed. However, for our null
space based theme, this issue can be solved by the eigen-decomposition method (presented
in [2]) which can select the feasible motion directions.

ΛΛΛ i|prec(i) =UUU r(i)ΣΣΣ
−1
r(i)UUU

T
r(i). (20)
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3.2 Optimization in Joint Space

Another null space based approach is done by transferring the method in (19) to the joint
space although it is not very apparent. Each desired reference ẍ∗i is used to get the desired
operational space force F̃∗i|prec(i) and then achieve the desired torque τττ∗i|prec(i) using QR
decomposition projector in [14].

τττ i|prec(i) = {(PPPQRSSST )+PPPQR}︸ ︷︷ ︸
PPP

JJJT
i|prec(i)F̃i|prec(i), (21)

where PPPQR depends only on the contact Jacobian and can allow τττ independent on contact
force. For each task level, the error between τττ∗i|prec(i) and τττ i|prec(i) can be written as

∆τττ i|prec(i) = PPPJJJT
i|prec(i)ΛΛΛ i|prec(i)(ẍ∗i − ẍi) (22a)

= QQQi|prec(i)(ẍ∗i − ẍi) (22b)

= AAAT
τi

τττ +BBBτi , (22c)

Then the QP solver can be designed, not only to optimize the whole torque combining all
levels, but also the torque generated by each task level in a recursive way.

argmin
τττ

K

∑
i=1
‖

i

∑
j=1

QQQ j|prec( j)(ẍ∗j − ẍ j)‖2
www, (23)

where i = 1 means that the first level is optimized and i = 2 means that the first two levels
are optimized together and i = K is to optimize the torque for all levels.

3.3 Common Constraints

The advantage of QP is to optimize several tasks simultaneously and integrate several inequality
constraints which can include joint limits, actuation limits, unilateral condition and the
friction cone, etc. These constraints are expressed as follows,

qqqmin ≤ qqq|k+1 = qqq|k + q̇qq|kδ t + 1
2 q̈qq|kδ t2 ≤ qqqmax

q̇qqmin ≤ q̇qq|k+1 = q̇qq|k + q̈qq|kδ t ≤ q̇qqmax

τττmin ≤ τττ |k ≤ τττmax

uuuc ·FFFc ≥ 000
|tttc ·FFFc| ≤ µ√

2
(uuuc ·FFFc)

|bbbc ·FFFc| ≤ µ√
2
(uuuc ·FFFc).

(24)

where (tttci ,bbbci ,uuuci) represent the contact frame i. (tttc,bbbc,uuuc) combine nc contact points.

sssc =

sssc1

. . .
ssscnc

 , sss ∈ {ttt, bbb, uuu} (25)

where tttci = [1 0 0]T , bbbci = [0 1 0]T and uuuci = [0 0 1]T . The joint limits can be expressed by
τττ using (11). The unilateral and friction cone can be formulated by τττ using (7) and (9).
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3.4 Null space based Compatible Compliance Controllers

The whole control framework is shown in Fig. 4. In the decoupling motion generator,
given the CoM velocity and the base angular velocity as well as the legged velocity and
configuration, the consistent wheel motion q̇qqw can be derived combining one kinematic
velocity constraint in (7a) and the quadruped centroidal momentum constraint in (5). The
wheel acceleration q̈qqw can be derived using the kinematic acceleration constraint in (7b) and
the centroidal dynamics constraint which is the derivative of (5). The detailed derivations
are referred to our another work [23].

Although the adapted trajectory in the joint space can be achieved, to allow the robot to
handle various tasks in the operational space and to validate the efficiency of our method, we
control three operational space tasks, including the highest hierarchy for the CoM motion
tracking (signed as G), the second hierarchy for the wheel motion (signed as w) and the
lowest hierarchy for the motion of the manipulator end effector (signed as m). Therefore,
there are K = 3 tasks or hierarchies.

In this subsection, null space based impedance controllers are developed which have
compatibility with the null space based convex optimization. In other words, impedance
controllers are consistent with the task hierarchies.

When tracking the whole-robot motion, CoM is a special point that whole-body linear
and angular momentum can be set here naturally. It is more suitable since that CoM frame
can be set always parallel to inertia frame. Due to model impreciseness, impedance controllers
are added which also allow robustness and compliance. Since angular positions at CoM
have no sense, only damping for angular momentum tracking is applied. The output of the
impedance controller for the CoM is the force in the operational space which are transfered
to acceleration by the inverse of the CoM inertia.

ẍ∗G = ẍd
G +

[
ΛΛΛ
−1
Gω

DDDGω
(kkkd

G− kkkG)

ΛΛΛ
−1
Gv
{KKKGv(pppd

G− pppG)+DDDGv(vvv
d
G− vvvG)}

]
, (26)

where the operational space inertia ΛΛΛ G at CoM is consisted of [ΛΛΛ Gω
,ΛΛΛ Gωv ; ΛΛΛ Gvω

,ΛΛΛ Gv ] in
which ΛΛΛ Gvω

and ΛΛΛ Gωv are coupling items. kkkG is the quadruped angular momentum. pppG and
vvvG represent the translational quadruped CoM position and velocity in the inertial frame.

For wheel locomotion, due to that rolling resistance is not estimated, one impedance
controller is built in the wheel joint space to compensate the incorrectness of the contact
model. The right side of (2) should minus this impedance torque τττ imw which should be in
the null space of task CoM.

τττ imw = NNNT
GSSST

w[KKKw(qqqd
w−qqqw)+DDDw(q̇qqd

w− q̇qqw)], (27)

where SSSw is the selection matrix which maps the impedance force from dimension Rnw to
Rn. NNNG represent the null space projector of the task CoM Jacobian, JJJG. Then the contact
force FFFc and each BBBFi in (16) should change as

FFFc = AAAT
c τττ +BBBc + J̄JJT

c ∑τττ im j ,

BBBFi = J̄JJT
i|prec(i)JJJ

T
c BBBc− J̄JJT

i|prec(i)∑τττ im j .
(28)

where ∑τττ im j means that several impedance controller can be integrated in this way, including
wheel impedance torque in (27) , base angular impedance torque in (30) and legged impedance
force in (31).
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Fig. 4 Whole-body control framework of TowrISIR: given the desired quadruped CoM translational motion
and current states, the decoupling motion generator generates legged motion and wheel motion. The null
space based convex optimizer outputs the required joint torque to fulfill the motion, in which each task is
prioritized and integrated with compliance control to allow robustness. Other impedance controllers ∑τττ im j can
be added into the null space based convex optimization.

The manipulator allows the robot to achieve different kinds of missions. To allow it with
compliance, one impedance controller is added in the joint space and transfered to the end
effector of the manipulator.

ẍ∗m = ẍd
m +AAAT

m{KKKm(qqqd
m−qqqm)+DDDm(q̇qqd

m− q̇qqm)}. (29)

where AAAm and BBBm represent AAA3 and BBB3 in (16) respectively. qqqm is the arm joint position
which is achieved by inverse kinematics.

When running on the rough terrain, to allow the base pitch angle with small value, the
impedance controller for the base angular motion is designed by

τττ imb = JJJT
b {KKKb(θθθ

d
b−θθθ b)+DDDb(ωωω

d
b−ωωωb)}, (30)

where JJJb is the Jacobian for the base pitch motion, θθθ b and ωωωb represent the base pitch angle
and angular velocity.

In addition, to allow legged suspension, another impedance controller for the legs is built
as

τττ img = JJJT
g {KKKg(pppd

g− pppg)+DDDg(ṗppd
g− ṗppg)}. (31)

where pppg ∈ R4 combines all lower-leg-end positions, namely the wheel center position
relative to the base frame in forward x direction, JJJg is the relative Jacobian. (30) and (31)
should be integrated into the algorithm using (28).

4 Advanced Numerical Simulation Results

The control framework proposed in section 3 is tested on a virtual tetrapod-on-wheel robot
with one manipulator, ”TowrISIR” (Fig. 1). The QP problem is implemented using the
QPOASES library, a real-time open source QP solver [21]. Simulation results are reported
using an advanced physical engine (Fig. 5). Our controller uses virtual sensors, including
GPS for the real-time robot position, IMU for the base orientation and angular velocities,
joint position encoders as well as torque sensors for joint state measurements.
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Algorithm 1 Null space based Convex Optimization
Inputs: There are K hierarchies, MMM, CCC, GGG, qqq, q̇qq
AAAT

c =−J̄JJT
c SSST and BBBc = µµµc +ρρρc

BBBc+= J̄JJT
c ∑τττ im j (when impedance controllers should be integrated into the hierarchies.)

ẍ∗i , JJJi, J̇iq̇qq, JJJi|prec(i), NNN prec(i), µµµ i|prec(i), ρρρ i|prec(i), i ∈ {1, · · · ,K}
Initialization:
AAAs1 = 000, BBBs1 = 000, AAAT1 = 000 and BBBT1 = 000.
for i=1 to K do

AAAT
Fi
= J̄JJT

i|prec(i)(JJJ
T
c AAAT

c +ST )

BBBFi = J̄JJT
i|prec(i)JJJ

T
c BBBc

BBBFi−= J̄JJT
i|prec(i) ∑τττ im j (when impedance controllers should be integrated into the hierarchies.)

if i 6= 1 then
AAAT

si
= AAAT

sp(i)
+ JJJT

p(i)|prec(p(i))AAA
T
Fp(i)

BBBsi = BBBsp(i) + JJJT
p(i)|prec(p(i))BBBFp(i)

AAAT
Ti
= ΛΛΛ i|prec(i)JJJiMMM−1AAAT

si

BBBTi = ΛΛΛ i|prec(i)JJJiMMM−1BBBsi

end
AAAT

i = ΛΛΛ
−1
i|prec(i)(AAA

T
Fi
+AAAT

Ti
)

BBBi = ΛΛΛ
−1
i|prec(i)(BBBFi +BBBTi −ηηη i|prec(i))

end
AAA = [AAA1, · · · ,AAAi, · · · ,AAAK ] and BBB = [BBBT

1 , · · · ,BBBT
i , · · · ,BBBT

K ]
T

HHH = AAAAAAT www+ ε111 and ggg = AAAwww(BBB− ẍ∗)

argminτττ
1
2 τττT HHHτττ + τττT ggg

s.t. inequality constraints in (24) and other user-defined constraints

The trajectory generation for the CoM motion G and the manipulator motion m are in the
operational space, for the wheel motion w is in the joint space. The desired manipulator end-
effector trajectory is generated in the base frame using the Kinematics-Dynamics Library
(KDL) [20]. It is noticed that conventional acceleration at the end effector should be modified
to the spatial acceleration [16].

4.1 Simulation Scenario Description

Although our tetrapod-on-wheel robot can work in various scenarios, we focus on two
complex missions, including opening a door when running on a flat ground, and washing a
wall when running on uneven terrain.

In order to evaluate the performance of our controller, we perform two simulations using
ROS-GAZEBO at the velocity 1m.s−1. Legged motion (e.g. walking) is not considered in
this paper which will be analyzed in future works. Therefore, the whole-body CoM motion
is only contributed by the wheel motion. The robot reference is set as a straight line in the
robot forward direction. Although the importance levels of the tasks should be decreased
from the CoM task to the wheel task, then to the manipulator task, in the two simulations,
the weighted matrix is tuned to be identity in the cost function.

In the first scenario, the robot runs on the flat terrain shown in Fig. 5(a). In the process,
the robot uses its arm to push a door open which begins at t ≈ 7s (see Fig. 6(1c)). The end
effector keeps touch with the door for a while and changes its orientation according to the
motion of the door.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Two simulation scenarios under GAZEBO simulator. (a) The robot runs along with pushing a door
open, including the extension and retraction of the arm. (b) The robot runs on the rough terrain along with
washing a wall, including the suspension of the legs and the motion of the arm.

The second scenario relates to a more complex environment in which the robot runs
on an uneven terrain (as can be seen in Fig. 5(b)), along with washing a wall using the
manipulator end effector which keeps contact with the wall. The robot begins to climb on
two bumps at t ≈ 9.8s and t ≈ 14.4s (see Fig. 6(2a) and (2b)). The arm end effector begins
to touch the wall at t ≈ 9.6s and ends at t ≈ 14.6s as noticed in Fig. 6(2c).

4.2 Result Discussion

The first simulation results are shown in Fig. 6. Along the whole process, the CoM and wheel
tracking errors are very small, and the desired and actual trajectories are almost coincident
as can be noticed in Fig. 6(1a) and (1b). For the manipulator motion, due to the existence of
a virtual spring at the door axis, the position and orientation errors of the manipulator end
effector experiences a relatively big fluctuation along the open-door process in Fig. 6(1c),
which depends on the weighted matrix in (19) and the stiffness and damping values in the
null space based impedance controllers in (28), as well as the door resistance force. With
our controller, the robot successfully finish the mission with compliance.

The second simulation results for the tasks are also shown in Fig. 6 with index 2. Because
of the existence of two bumps on the rough terrain, compared with the first simulation
results, the CoM tracking errors in forward and vertical directions experience a little more
errors (see Fig. 6 (2a)), however, the errors are still very small along the whole process.
We can see that the wheel tracking errors (see Fig. 6 (2b)) are relatively bigger than those
provided when running on the flat ground. Since we assume that the contact points are
always at the lowest points of the wheels, it is not precise when the robot runs on slopes,
which influence the outputs of the motion generator. This issue will be treated in our future
works by one estimation method. To maintain the contact condition between the manipulator
end effector and the wall, the manipulator trajectory is defined in a bigger range and the end
effector experiences a little higher error along the wall-washing motion (see Fig. 6(2c)).
With our null space based convex optimization and the compatible impedance controllers,
the robot can still achieve this mission with compliance and efficiency.

To summarize, the results provided by our controller are quite satisfactory. This controller
allow the robot to handle complex tasks respecting contact constraints and actuator limits.
Even with changing environment and unknown external forces, using the embedded compatible
impedance controllers, the robot can successfully finish the missions with compliance.
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(1a) (2a)

(1b) (2b)

(1c) (2c)

Fig. 6 Monitor of robot states for two simulation scenarios. Index 1 and 2 represent the first and second
simulation results respectively. (1a) Monitor of quadruped CoM motion in forward x direction. (1b) Monitor
of the four wheels’ rotational position errors: F, L, R, H represent front, left, right and hind. Four wheel
motion experience the almost coincident trajectory so that only the desired and actual FL wheel positions
are plotted. (1c) Monitor of the motion of the arm end effector: desired and actual orientations (roll, pitch,
yaw) and positions (x, y, z) of the end effector are relative to the base frame. (2a) Monitor of quadruped CoM
motion in forward x and vertical z direction. The desired position in z direction is 0.4735m. (2b) Monitor
of the four wheels’ rotational position error on the rough terrain and only the desired and actual FL wheel
positions are plotted. (2c) Monitor of the motion of the arm end effector: desired and actual orientations (roll,
pitch, yaw) and positions (x, y, z) of the end effector are relative to the base frame.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we develop a null space based compact form torque controller dedicated to
a high-DOF tetrapod-on-wheel robot with one manipulator (TowrISIR, new mobile robot
designed in ISIR laboratory). The control problem is formulated as a Linearly Constrained
Quadratic Programming (QP), in which the compact relationships between multiple task
references and the actuated torque are extracted using null space based inverse dynamics.
The wheel contact model for the tetrapod-on-wheel robot is built using spatial vectors and
the wheel contact force is integrated in each task formulation. The cost function is built for
several operational space tasks, which can also be transformed to the joint space. Several null
space based impedance controllers are integrated into the compact relationships compatibly
for achieving task references and compensate model impreciseness, especially the wheel
rolling model. Simulation results show that this controller allows the tetrapod-on-wheel
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robot with abundant versatility and efficiency of dynamics behaviors, and the robot can
handle complex missions with unknown external forces efficiently and compliantly.

The future work is to combine legged and wheel motion together to achieve more
complex tasks, e.g. obstacle clearance, jump motion, big push recovery. One online legged
motion generator will be developed using whole-body dynamics and model based predictive
control.
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